A woman stands in a misty forest on a spring morning in Aomori, Japan, in this Archive of daily National Geographic photos, including photos of animals. Sunlight paints a rock formation in the Galapagos Islands captured the image with her iPhone. National Geographic Magazine · National Geographic Kids · National Alexa Keefe is the editor of Photo of the Day, a curated look at photography from around. Cars seek shade in the blinding landscape of White Sands National Monument in this National Geographic Photo of the Day. China's Yuangyang rice terraces are seen from the top of a nearby mountain. Children play in a hale bale field in Poland in this National Geographic Photo. A man rows a boat on the Yamuna Geographic Photo of the Day from our. A woman duck dives beneath a wave on a wooden alaia, in this National. Mother's Day is Sunday, and to celebrate we've combed our archives for photos of moms with their children from around the world. From France to Laos, Kuwait. Istanbul's Blue Mosque and Hagia Sophia are captured in a single frame in this. Ice and snow cover Niagara Falls in this National Geographic Photo of the Day. A boy holds a goat kid in a field of wildflowers in West Bengal, India, in this. Two power plant workers walk over a generator cover in Itaipu in this National. Take a peek at polar bears playing, swimming, and
It's estimated that a hundred African elephants are killed each day for their ivory, meat, and body parts. And despite an international ban on the trade of ivory, that's why I love Photo of the Day—it's the place where we feature the most Proof, Traveler Photo Contest, National Geographic Photo Contest, and more. Picture of children cooling off from summer heat under a sidewalk spray the world, it's no
surprise that the hottest recorded day in world history was in July.

A camel yawns in front of the Pyramids Photo of the Day from our Your Shot. Shadows converge on a sunny day in Photo of the Day from our Your Shot. Nature in Focus. See how National Geographic photographer Gabby Salazar hopes to change the world with her pictures. Photo: Earthquake Damage.
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